
 

 
 

         The  Mystic Quill 
 

November 1016  
 

Here Ye Here Ye, 
 

May it be known that annual winter       
festivities will take place on the day       
of February Fourth in the year of       
1017. This years feast will be a       
masquerade ball and will include a      
table decorating contest and hidden     
surprises. There will be no hard      
liquor permitted at the event, but      
wines and ciders are allowed. 
 
Music and entertainment will be     
provided by The Minstrel and the      
Mayhem. Vendor space at the event      
is still available. If you wish to       
contribute with games, riddles,    
puzzles, and teasers, place contact     
Belle, the Lady Mallard, or the      
Noble Baroness Kali   
(baronyofbellanmo@gmail.com). To 

reserve a place as a vendor please        
contact the Baroness as well. 
 
Setup will begin at noon and doors       
open to the public at 2pm. The tickets        
will be 25 federals per guest and can        
be purchased through Ambrose. More     
information will be provided as the      
date draws nearer. To offer your      
services and time, please contact the      
Baroness Kali. 
 
Kaphil fights back against the     
treasonous north! 
By: Hemp Hingswitch 
 

In a grand turnabout of events a       
home grown hero by the name of Jeb        
Smithy has start a rebellion against      
the occupying forces of Novashan in      
the city of Kaphil. As battles rage on        
it is yet to be known who has the  

upper hand but rest assured the      
Mystic Quill shall let the victor be       
heralded. May the people of the      
Duchy of Erin repel the invading      
northern forces quickly so they can      
hunker down for winter as we all lay        
in wait for the next move of the        
brotherhood. 
 
The rise of the Crimson Brotherhood      
has ebbed! 
By: Hemp Hingswitch 
The aggression of the Crimson     
Brotherhood has ebbed as of late.      
With the taking of the capital city       
of Karnack of the Barony of      
Caermoor in the County of Baern in       
the old Duchy of Peth strategically      
located in the center of the kingdom       
the brotherhood has fallen back to      
various strongholds and ceased active  
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aggressions on many fronts. While     
their presence still remains strong     
could it be that they are preparing       
for winter’s harsh days or are they       
regrouping as their supply lines catch      
up with their advancements. However     
the case may be the Kingdom of       
Narrdmyr stands in ruins. Several of      
the larger cities have banned together      
for safety and in some cases like       
Peth have taken to their own laws       
for now. The fate of the Kingdom       
from here is unknown as King      
William Ian Belthshazarr has yet     
to make himself seen as of late. For        
now the reprieve is welcome. May the       
people of the land heal and find       
much needed rest as I am sure the        
warm breath of spring shall renew      
the unquenchable thirst of the     
invaders once again. 
 
~Sailing in the Moonlight~ 
 
Wrecked the deck getting on the boat 
Still afraid that it won’t float 
First Mate said “to just relax”… yeah 
Perfect time for a song or two 
"Privateers" for Hana's Crew 
Long before we were taking off to       
nowhere 

(Chorus) 
Sailing in the moonlight 
Should have been a quiet night 
But once out at sea, the storm seem        
to be, all around 
Sailing in the moonlight 
Destination out of sight 
And before we arrived we were      
homeward bound 
We came to port and restocked the       
boat 
Grabbed our cloaks, our cowls and      
coats 
The crew was feeling so much better 
Back out to sea around midday 
And we were finally on our way 
One-hour trip but this one took      
forever 
 
(Chorus) 
Sailing in the moonlight 
Should have been a quiet night 
But once out at sea, the storm seem        
to be, all around 
Sailing in the moonlight 
Destination out of sight 
And before we arrived we were      
homeward bound 
 
Sailing in the moonlight 
Should have been a quiet night 
But once out at sea, the storm seem  

to be, all around 
Sailing in the moonlight 
Destination out of sight 
And before we arrived we were      
homeward bound 
 
His Royal Majesty Bashshar    
Smith of the Kingdom of Peth pulls       
back from the city of Marketh. 
By: Hemp Hingswitch 
 

His Royal Majesty Bashshar    
Smith of the newly claimed Kingdom      
of Peth traveled north under a      
banner of truce last month. Shortly      
after his return to his claimed lands       
the majority of his forward troops      
stationed just south of the capital      
city of Marketh withdrew from their      
positions. 
 
While no official word has yet to be        
received, one can only assume that      
His Royal Majesty and the Baron      
Robert Wylaan have come to some      
sort of accord. With winter bearing      
down on us and famers pulling in the        
last of the harvests, it is not       
uncommon to see armies settle in      
rather than fight for new grounds.      
Has a treaty been signed, an      
agreement made or just a cease  
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accord in preparation for winters     
harshness no one can tell as yet?       
But it is good for the commoners of        
both areas so as they say, take what        
you can get my friends. 
 
Here Ye, Hear Ye,  
 

Let it be so documented within the       
register of the grand town of      
Ilveresh that this the Thirty First      
Day of the Tenth Month of the One        
Thousand and Sixteenth Year of the      
most renown Time of Man, Lord Sir       
Aeracon Morinar Mayor of Ilveresh     
being of sound mind and wisdom does       
wish it to be told and known and        
heralded that the grand position of      
The Captain of the Watch for the       
town of Ilveresh has been now found       
occupied by an individual from within      
the ranks and file of the commonry       
that has set themselves above and      
apart by numerous deeds and great      
action from all other would be      
prospects and thusly do we also wish       
that the name of Korra Stonebrooke      
be synonymous with the    
aforementioned position and followed    
by the same stated position when      
heralded proper. Join us in     
recognition and rejoice with glass  

high as we do welcome and show       
respect for this new stationed member      
to our honored home town of      
Ilveresh. Huzzar! 
 
Southbay Raided! 
By Dock Watchman, Flambard Gamwich 
 

The docks of Southbay were raided      
late in the night but a few days past.         
As a heavy mist covered the town,       
small rowboats snuck ashore carrying     
hordes of raiders dressed in black,      
grey, and gold. These were not      
common thugs mind you, but from      
what my fellow watchmen report,     
highly trained fighters, thieves, and     
users of magical arts. 
 
They made quick work of my fellow       
brave watchman and a warning bell      
was not rung until the raid was well        
under way. Many of the docked ships       
were looted of their prize possessions,      
or sunk, and it has been noted that        
some highly skilled sailors have been      
taken hostage. Warehouses and    
shops near the docks were set ablaze       
and it was the glowing light of these        
structures that woke many of the      
nearby residence. The much loved     
Tree and Compass Inn has sustained  

heavy damage and seems to have been       
targeted specifically by these raiders     
of the night. Several occupants did      
not make it out alive, the sorrowful       
innkeep informed the Head of the      
Watch. 
 
Our losses were many, but my fellow       
watchmen were able to slay a few of        
these honorless attackers. None of     
them carried anything of value and      
were unmarked save for a single sash       
that hung from all of their belts. It        
depicts a golden dragon on a field of        
black. Those we tried to take alive       
quickly ended their own lives before      
any questions could be asked. One of       
them went so far as to stab himself        
in the stomach, bringing his blade up       
to his ribcage. 
 
The only information we have been      
able to gather comes from one cabin       
boy who was able to listen to some        
of the raiders while hiding in a       
barrel of pickled fish. He reports that       
two of the raiders were seeking a       
ship called “The Leo”, owned by      
Captain Hana, and they seemed to be       
quite upset that the ship was not       
docked at our devastated city. 
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As the raid ended some moonlight      
was able to break the heavy fog and        
my most keen-eyed watchman    
counted at least fifteen larger vessels      
outside our docks. A hostile force this       
large has not been rumored to sail       
the seas in a generation. 
 
In other news, a report has made it        
to my desk from one of the local        
fishing crews that they have     
recovered the flag of the sailing      
vessel Serena, among many others.     
On a clear day they claim that one        
will be able to see the ship on the         
bottom of the ocean floor. More than       
a few of the townsfolk have stated       
that they witnessed the ship aflame      
at the end of the docks during the        
raid. 
 
Some bodies have washed ashore,     
including that of Serena’s Captain     
Zula, and many of her crew. It can        
only be assumed that the rest of her        
crew now sleep on the ocean floor.       
The kind lady will be missed, as she        
was a generous benefactor to young      
orphaned and underprivileged   
children. 
 
May the winds blow in our favor. 

Scotia falls into Civil War over a       
horse! 
By: Hemp Hingswitch 
 

With the Duchess Sarah Kantrill     
calling for aid from the Duke of       
Scotia, Duke Ian MacGregor called     
for a meeting of the nobles in the        
capital city of Lithorne. While the      
full details of the following event are       
unclear, the Duke’s Griffin mount got      
unruly and proceeded to eat several      
of the official horse mounts of      
several of the attending guests. His      
Excellency Count Thomas O’Malley    
was beside himself with grief and as       
His Excellency Count Steven    
MacInnes, one of the youngest of the       
Narrdmyr nobles, tried to console     
him and a fight broke out between       
the two factions. 
 
Several clansmen got involved and     
the altercation traversed from the     
main hall out into the courtyards. As       
day broke so did the treaties that       
have held the fragile duchy in check       
over the years. It is unclear just how        
far reaching this unfortunate event     
shall go but knowing a thing or two        
about the temper of these two groups       
I would steer clear of traveling  

within Counties of Mishanter and     
Noch Tiron until this settles back      
down. Unfortunate too for the     
Duchess as it would seem that the       
much needed aid to Blackshire will      
have to wait as well. 
 
Does the silence of Valvendenn speak      
to you? 
By: Hemp Hingswitch 
 

I find myself wondering while     
surrounded by so much turmoil,     
whatever happened to the Capitol     
City of Valvendenn of the Kingdom      
of Narrdmyr and what surely should      
now be King William Ian     
Belthshazarr. When the Crimson    
Brotherhood broke through the    
forces of the south after treachery      
from the northern nation of     
Novashan caused our troops to break      
rank and flee north to protect their       
loved ones, the combined efforts of      
the Mantel and Temple Serinth hid      
the ways through the forest that      
surrounds the mountain range upon     
which the castle Valvendenn sits     
high and proud. But what now?      
Will the King dispatch forces to cut       
across to the city of Kossuth and       
then straight west to the Marwood  
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forest thus cutting off any supply      
lines the Brotherhood may have?     
Will the King dispatch troops to the       
Duchess of Dynforth so that she      
may push the northern nation back      
into its place before they lay claim to        
more of the Barony of Wildemere      
and Gaelbahn? Will he dispatch     
forces to take back the key city of        
Karnack? Will he attack the newly      
claimed King Bashshar of the     
Kingdom of Peth? Will he at least       
make an appearance so that the good       
people of the Kingdom of Narrdmyr      
have hope to cling to in these dark        
times? 
 
For I am one of those people. I am         
one of those that see the Kingdom       
torn. I am one of those that needs        
hope to carry me. For now conviction       
and perseverance shall have to do.  
 
For now I shall do my duty, no, not         
my duty, what is right and just. I        
shall wait like the rest for your       
broken silence to thunder across these      
lands like a powerful storm lighting      
the night sky. The Kingdom of      
Narrdmyr will survive for we are      
strong! 

Leading By Example 
By Anonymous 
 

I know that a few short months ago        
a young man was put to death by a         
knight in Ilveresh for the practice of       
necromancy. I have spoken with     
many people and they agree that      
though the punishment was harsh,     
there was nothing to be done. From       
what I heard, he had put an       
enchanted rune in a weapon that      
would raise our dearly deceased and      
force their poor controlled souls to      
do the bidding of whoever wielded      
the power of the rune. 
 
We knew that this was for the best. 
 
But now, on the tail of this young        
man's punishment, I've heard even     
more disturbing news. 
 
This news, my comrades, is that one       
of those knights of Ileversh was      
controlling the bodies of our deceased      
on the dreaded nights of All      
Hallows. How can we trust these      
knights to dispense justice when they      
break the very laws they swear to       
uphold? How can we believe they      
have our interests and safety at heart  

when they so carelessly take the      
souls of our loved ones and use them        
to do their bidding? Are they no       
better than any other necromancer?     
We see them dispense “justice” and      
then turn on their heels to commit       
the crimes they punish. 
 
I ask for real justice. Bring this       
necromancing knight to his knees in      
front of all of Ilveresh, or suffer the        
consequences of unrest and    
retaliation. Justice must be served.     
Justice for all. 
 
Grey Thorn finds itself an Orc      
Battle Front. 
By: Glen Deepfallow 
 

The people of Grey Thorn of the old        
Barony of Gaelbahn of the County      
of Hawkstone of the Duchy of Erin       
of the Kingdom of Narrdmyr hang      
their heads low this day as they lay        
to rest one of their own, Gavin       
Mudpot, during their continued    
struggle to hold the great Baronial      
Seat city against orc raiding parties.      
Several unknown forces have come in      
aid to the city but few have been able         
to break the constant push of orcs       
upon the walls. I hope for the simple  
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farmers and smiths that they can      
hold out until winters bite gives the       
orcs pause. Or maybe there will come       
a group of heroes that shall descend       
down upon the orcs with vengeance      
and disburse them far and wide like a        
scythe does to a field of Taraxacum       
Officinale clock florets. For now the      
town’s people here diminish the ranks      
of the orcs by all they send. Time        
shall tell all and for the sake of the         
good people of Grey Thorn, may the       
father find favor on their side. 
 
Here Ye, Hear Ye, The most noble       
Lord Mayor of Ilveresh is now      
seeking and recruiting individuals to     
perform tasks that are numerous and      
beyond the capabilities of the offices      
of the aforementioned noted to keep      
in check and balance. These tasks of       
note and benevolence shall be in      
ordnance to include, but by no means       
shall be limited to or shall be       
strictly prohibitive of, such things as      
guard duties, light skirmishing,    
tracking, bounty collections, magic    
displays, recently deceased disposal,    
fire watch, bardic rhetoric, town crier,      
messenger, lighting town torches at     
the appropriate hour and other such  

activities in accordance due a station      
of relevant qualified or experienced     
individuals who shall conduct    
themselves through display and    
means in accordance of the highest      
class of commonry to be an example       
to those for whom and for which       
these services shall reach out and      
impression. Those party or parties     
interested shall make their presence     
known to us in person and in name        
documented for record in Ilveresh at      
the eleventh month festivities of year      
1016TM. 
 
Tales from the Jade Isles - 03 

By Ma-Li 
 

We’re not dead. Or undead. This is       
important to note because I am      
aware that, by the time you read this        
letter, All Hallows will have just      
recently passed. For better or worse,      
the people of the Jades Isles do not        
have a heightened fear of the undead       
during the tenth month of the year.       
Their equivalent happens during the     
eighth month, during a period called      
Obon, which happened while we were      
travelling. But they do not seem to       
fear the undead as we do during this        
time. Instead they hold small  

ceremonies and leave offerings to     
placate the dead. For whatever     
reason, the deceased listen, the     
necromancers are silent, and the     
undead tend not to rise during this       
time. If anything, the Jade Isles are       
safest from the threats of the undead       
during this time.  
 
Now, moving on. You may remember      
the letter I sent about the procession       
of a tengu mask deep into the       
mountains? Well, I went into those      
very same mountains to Mt. Hotaka      
to find this tengu and the shrine. To        
be sure, it was foolish, but you       
cannot learn anything by sitting on      
your hands in the safety of your hut.        
It was a frightening and rewarding      
experience which I will do my best to        
tell without rambling on. To start      
with, I was able to hire a rogue        
warrior named Ushiwaka in the     
village to act as a guard and a guide         
through the mountains. Thomas was     
adamant about not going with me,      
and our translator would not have      
been much help in dealing with the       
dangers of the mountain. Ushiwaka     
didn’t talk much on the long trek into        
the mountains, despite the fact that I  
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have picked up some of the basics of        
the language.  
 
The further we went into the forest,       
the colder and darker it became, and a        
strong sense of foreboding fell. I      
noticed many trees seemed to have      
deep slashes in them, as if they had        
been cut by long and powerful sword       
strokes. There were also a lot of       
black feathers on the ground, which      
seemed strange at the time. But as I        
was distracted by the scenery, my      
companion stopped. He drew his     
sword and motioned for me to be       
silent. As I waited, I felt eyes on us         
and noticed from high in the trees a        
flock of birds. Only they weren’t      
actually birds. No, these were     
human-sized bipedal black birds,    
dressed in robes and brandishing very      
sharp swords. I’m sure Rav’n would      
have been awestruck. 
 
Words were exchanged between the     
bird creatures and my companion,     
gestures were made, I did my best to        
appear non-threatening, and   
eventually we were motioned to     
follow one of the giant birds deeper       
into the mountains. My companion  

continued with me, so I assumed      
that it wasn’t dangerous. At least,      
not yet. He seemed surprisingly at      
ease among the great birds. I      
thought perhaps he had dealt with      
them before. Sadly I didn’t know the       
proper way to form my question in       
his language and it has gone      
unanswered. 
 
Finally we arrived at a large, ornate       
building. Its architecture was far     
more elaborate that what I had seen       
in the village, with bright red posts,       
carved roof tiles, and a very large       
courtyard with water features and a      
small bridge. This was the main      
tengu shrine. The grounds were full      
of the crow-like creatures going     
about various tasks, but nowhere did      
I see the creature whose likeness had       
been paraded through the village. 
 
We were ushered into the main      
shrine, where it was blissfully warm      
compared to the outside. I won’t bore       
you with the details of the greetings,       
paying of respects, and other     
formalities that we had to follow.      
Suffice to say we now sat before the        
red-faced tengu, dressed in the  

elaborate robes I have come to      
associate with powerful priests here     
on the Jade Isles. His face was red,        
his nose was long just like the mask        
I had seen, and he also had flowing        
white hair and large wings on his       
back. He was powerful, and     
communicated through telepathy,   
which was a relief as it meant I        
didn’t have to rely on my companion       
to do all the talking. The great tengu        
radiated magic and had some kind of       
fan that also contained an enormous      
amount of air magic. 
 
This creature was the Dai-Tengu, or      
tengu leader of the mountain, and his       
name was Doryubo. The bipedal     
ravens or crows were another class of       
tengu, called karasu-tengu, who    
served under Doryubo. I’m not sure      
if they’re crows or ravens, and the       
term for such birds seems to be the        
same for either one in the language       
of the Jade Islanders. I tried to       
convince one to travel back to      
Ilvaresh with me and meet Rav’n, as       
apparently they can travel far and      
swiftly through magic, but they were      
not keen to leave their mountains.      
Regardless, once introductions had  
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been made to Doryubo and I was       
given permission to stay, the tengu      
were surprisingly willing to tell me      
about themselves and their way of      
life, and even demonstrated some of      
their customs to me. They told me       
that they fear the people of the Jade        
Isles will slowly forget them, as  

humans do, relegating their stories     
tofanciful tales that no one believes      
in. In turn the humans, having      
forgotten the gods of the mountains,      
will overrun the forest and the tengu       
will be forced to leave their home.       
I’ve penned all of this information  

down and intend to return to      
Ilvaresh with a complete guide to      
the creatures of the Jade Isles, but I        
fear that I have already written too       
much. In closing, stay safe Ilvaresh,      
and brace yourselves for the winter      
months! 

 

OOC News
 

Kaphil fights back against the     
treasonous north! - Tim S 
His Royal Majesty Bashshar    
Smith of the Kingdom of Peth pulls       
back from the city of Marketh. - Tim        
S 
Southbay Raided - Marcus S 
Scotia falls into Civil War over a       
horse! - Tim S 
Does the silence of Valvendenn speak      
to you? - Tim S 
Grey Thorn finds itself an Orc      
Battle Front. - Tim S 
 
Next season dates 
 
March 10-12 
April 7-9 
May 5-7 
June 2-11 (Weeklong) 
July 7-9 

August 4-6 
September 1-4 (A four day event) 
October 20-22 
November 17-19 
 
The BOD meetings are as such: 
January 8 
April 2 
July 16 
October 15 
 
Attention: Learn how to rid yourself      
of those pesky OOG headaches. Never      
have to walk through town again      
itching your head with your good      
sword hand. Stop degrading your     
services by starting polite    
conversations with “In-seuth”. Come    
seek out Tim Schafer (A.K.A. – Lord       
Sir Aeracon) in game and tell us       
your best joke in character and in  

period. You will be amazed at your       
abilities once you master this art.      
You will be able to approach other       
players with confidence and ask     
simple out of game questions whilst      
not breaking immersion. Challenge    
yourself! After all, it is your game       
that is at stake. 
 
How far is (Nightbourne)? 
By: Tim Schafer 
This is an OOG instructional piece      
to describe the world we play in. 
History Committee Minutes from    
07/22/2001 
 
- We reapproved travel speed rates.      
They are listed at a proficient level,       
half for non-proficiency. Horse    
Travel – 40 miles/day, Foot Travel –       
20 miles/day, Wagon Travel – 15  
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miles/day (need teamster skill –     
samecost as horsemanship) Modifiers    
(Weather, Road Condition, Traffic,    
Encounters and GM intervention). 
 
So I want to go to Nightbourne in        
between events because I have heard      
of the city and it seems like the place         
to be. Well, let us look at a few         
things. First, the “as the crow flies”       
distance (straight line) is 38 miles.      
You can walk it in (38/20) or 2        
days. But then you remember     
Nightbourne (Novi MI-ish) is    
North of Ilveresh along a main      
well-traveled road through light    
terrain so kind of boring skills wise. 
 
But that is where the feast is going        
to be held so I guess the road        
well-traveled it is. You will however      
travel through the cities of Sorvan      
and Allowen along the way so make       
sure to stop in and say hi to PCs         
that claim to live in those cities.       
Now this may seem like a simple       
walk in the park but remember the       
GM’s can through bandits, traveling     
bards and poor farmers looking for      
help with wolves that are attacking  

their sheep at night. Remember those      
$250 walking sneakers you left at      
home last time because they did not       
fit your outfit and this time you said        
to hell with it, nobody will notice?       
Well good on you, it looks like the        
right choice this time. 
 
The point is you can see how       
traveling back in the medieval times      
was tough “sometimes”. 
 
Attention: Learn how to swing an      
axe properly! Learn how to remove a       
tree without leaving a stump! These      
and other safety instructions /     
demonstrations can be had by seeking      
out Tim Schafer (A.K.A. – Lord Sir       
Aeracon). 
 
Your Mystic Quill editor would like      
to take a moment to thank all of the         
staff that made this year what it       
was. The fun and safety of all our        
players would not have been possible      
without your volunteering, dedication,    
creativity, and time invested in our      
game. We the players appreciate each      
and every one of you. It would not be         
Kanar without our wonderful staff! 
 

Board of Directors – Craig Jarvis,      
Dave Angel, Erich O, Maria Kehoe,      
Steve Weiss, Eric Thornburgh 
GM Staff – Dan Walker, Karigan      
Nash-Wayne, Steve Jones 
Econ – Joe Brescol 
Theme Marshals – Kylie Joki, Craig      
Jarvis, Tim Shaffer, Marcus    
Schwimmer, Rob Hubbard, Alyssa    
Short, Matt Blattman, Erich O,     
Dave Angel, Dave Sullivan, Hanna     
and Ben Gulick, karih, Jerimy Herple      
(sorry if any were forgotten) 
CBD Staff – Matt Tatosky,     
Amanda Aquino, Leigh Jouppi,    
Angelo Aquino 
PM Staff – Nathan Niemi, Leigh      
Jouppi, Dan Weiler, Eric Hitt, Tim      
Schafer, Brandon Burns 
QM Staff – Tashina O, Kaitlin      
Bereczky, Kiri Brasseur 
Safety Staff – Eric Forge, Eric Hitt,       
Elise Stoliker, Kiri Brasseur,    
Stephan Whitaker, Jeremy Boyd 
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